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1A Revising decimals

T: In the last unit we counted mainly with whole numbers. Now
we'll be using decimals as we look at the topics of Money and
Time. Let's have some practice with decimals.

(A) T: 3 4 2 3. .+ = Ps: 5.7

0 6 4 4. .+ = 5

1 7 5 5. .+ = 7.2

0 23 7 4. .+ = 7.63

6 8 2 5. .− = 4.3

7 3 6− =. 3.4

10 7 52− =. 2.48

6 3 4 9. .− = 1.4

0 7 5. × = 3.5

0 24 2. × = 0.48

3 7 10. × = 37

6 8 2. ÷ = 3.4

7 3÷ = 7

3
  or ? ... 2 r 1

6 0 2÷ =. 60 2 30÷ =

(B) M 13.1, Q1-4

10 mins

2 Operations with decimals

T: Let's look at some similar questions using less straightforward
numbers.

OS 13.1

OS 13.2

P (OS 13.1 A(i)): 95

× 6

570

The cost of 6 pens is 570p =  £5.70.

P (alternative):    £ £ £ .1 6 5 6 6 30 5 70× − × = − =p p

P (OS 13.1 A(ii)): 10.00

– 5.70

4.30

We get £4.30 change from a £10 note.

P (OS 13.1 B): 0.55

1.32 5.00

+ 0.72 – 2.59

2.59 2.41

Tim should get £2.41 change.

UNIT 13 Lesson Plan 1 Money

Mental warm-up activity with all
Ps contributing. T asks Ps,
question by question,
encouraging slower Ps, repeating
questions slowly and/or writing
them on BB where necessary.
Alternatively, the parts of
questions (A) and (B) may
appear on OHP.

Money and
Time

Agreement, praising, at each
question.

(continued)

Four problems to be solved as
whole class activities, reviewing
basic operations with decimals.

Tasks appear on OHP. T asks
different Ps to read out and
explain the texts, then others
come and solve each one at BB.

T encourages slower Ps. Ps
agree, write in Ex.Bs and answer
each question with a written
sentence.

Praising.
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UNIT 13 Lesson Plan 1 Money
Money and
Time

2 P (OS 13.2 A):   756 6 126÷ =
          126 tickets have been sold.

P (OS 13.2 B):   7 0 30 70 3 23÷ = ÷ =. r 1

          0 30 23 6 90. .× =
         23 packets could be bought and 10p is left.

20 mins

3 Further practice of operations with decimals

PB 13.1, Q1  (a)  £2.41       (b)  £3.89

PB 13.1, Q5  (a)  £21.57     (b)  £25.72

28 mins

4 Individual work - problems with decimals in context

Activity 13.1, Q1

Activity 13.1, Q3

36 mins

5A Further practice

PB 13.1, Q2

P
1
: 1 99 3 3 49 2. .× + ×

P
2
: = −( ) × + −( ) ×2 0 01 3 3 50 0 01 2. . .

= − + − = − =6 0 03 7 0 02 13 0 05 12 95. . . .

So the family spend £12.95 altogether.

(continued)

Individual work.

T monitors Ps' work and helps
slower ones, especially with Q5
where dividing a decimal may
cause problems.

Checking, first verbally:
interpretation →  the types of
operation that should have been
used. Then slower Ps check the
calculations by writing them on
BB.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Individual work.

Each P is given a copy of
Activity 13.1. T monitors and
helps where necessary. Then T
stops Ps working and arranges
them in pairs by seating, giving
them 2 minutes to exchange
Ex.Bs and check one another's
calculations for these questions.

Agreement, correction by each
pair.

Finally feedback: T can ask
which P arrived at the closest
amount to £3 in Q3.

Praising.

Whole class activity.

A volunteer P reads out the
question and then T asks for
suggestions. After agreement, T
points to a slower P to write
down the operations needed.

Discussion about the easiest
way to determine the sum,
calculating individually, then
checking at BB in detail.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.
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5B Another problem in context

Next day, the family went to a take-away.  The children each
had the same meal from the children's menu. The two parents
chose meals that cost £2.99 each.   If the total bill for the family
was £11.98, how much did each of the children's meals cost?

x × + × =3 2 99 2 11 98. .

x × + =3 5 98 11 98. . −( )5 98.

x × =3 6 ÷( )3

x = 2

Check: LHS RHS= × + = =2 3 5 98 11 98. .

So one child's meals cost £2.

45 mins

Set homework

PB 13.1, Q4

PB 13.1, Q6 (a)

PB 13.1, Q7

Activity 13.1, Q4

UNIT 13 Lesson Plan 1 Money
Money and
Time

Whole class activity.

Task appears on OHP.

Discussion: finding the
similarity and the difference
between tasks 5A and 5B,
writing the equation on BB.

Then a slower P is asked to
come to front and solve the
equation; all Ps revising this
topic as they work through it.

Agreement.  Praising.
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Time

1 Checking homework

PB 13.1, Q4 (a) 34 31 1054 10 54p p× = = £ .

(b) £ £ . £ .20 10 54 9 46− =

PB 13.1, Q6 (a) £ . £ . £2 10 2 1 20 4 9× + × =

PB 13.1, Q7 £ . £ .40 92 12 3 41÷ =

Activity 13.1, Q4

T: Who found two different items for £1.80 ?

T: Who found more than two different items for £1.80 ?

T: Could you buy more than three different items?  ... Why not?
What would be the cost of the cheapest meal consisting of four
different items? (Chips, Beans, Peas and Tomato Sauce)

T: How much would this meal cost?
( 72 48 20p 45p p p = £1.85+ + + )

T: What is the cheapest meal including chips for £1.80 or less?
(Chips, Beans and Tomato Sauce)

T: How much does it cost? ( 72 20p 45p p = £1.37+ + )

T: Who chose this meal? ...  Do you like it? ...

7 mins

2A 12- and 24-hour clock times

T (to a P):  When did you do your maths homework?

P: Yesterday.

T: At what time yesterday?

P: About 5 o'clock.

T: In the morning?

P: No, the evening.

T: OK.  Can you express this time in another way?

P
1
: 5.00 p.m.

T: What does 'p.m.' mean?

P
2
: Post meridiem, that is after noon (from the Latin).

T: What do we call this method of telling the time?

P
3
: 12-hour clock time.

T: What is the other method of telling the time?

P4: 24-hour clock time.

T: So what is 5 p.m. in 24 -hour clock time?

P
5
: 5 p.m. in 24-hour clock time is 1700.

T: What have you done to get this time?

P
5
: I've added 12 hours to the 12-o'clock time because of the 'p.m'.

T: Look at the timetable on OHP. What type of times are in the first
column? (24-hour clock times)

T: What do they all have in common?
(They are all morning times)

T: Express the first one in 12-hour clock time. (6.02 a.m.)

T has asked one of the Ps to
write down the operations which
should have been used and the
results of the first three
homework exercises on BB as
soon as P arrives.

Ps check/correct their homework
in Ex.Bs or suggest correction on
BB.

Agreement, feedback. Praising.

Then verbal checking of last
homework exercise with some
other questions / mental work.

(continued)

Money and
TimeUNIT 13 Lesson Plan 2

Whole class activity.
T reminds Ps of the different
ways of expressing time.
Questions/answers interactively.
Firstly volunteers are pointed to,
to answer, then slower Ps should
be encouraged.

T puts the timetable from
Activity 13.3 on OHP (with other
sections covered) and
questioning/discussion continues.
Ps may answer in chorus.
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Time
Money and
TimeUNIT 13 Lesson Plan 2

2A T: What can you say about the times in the last column?
(They are all afternoon times)

Express the last one in another way.  What do you have to do?
(12 hours have to be subtracted, so it is 2.20 p.m.)

T: Where can you see the arrival times in Derby?
(In the last row)

T: Which of the times in this row is the first afternoon time?
(1203)

2B Further practice with 12- and 24-hour clock times

OS 13.3

17 mins

3 Individual practice converting times

PB 13.2, Q1 (a)  0645    (d)  2340

PB 13.2, Q2 (a)  4:42 p.m.    (c)  10:42 a.m.

PB 13.2 Q3  (a)  There are only 60 mins in an hour.

     (d)  There are only 24 hours in a day.

24 mins

4A Calculating time taken

OS 13.4

4B Calculating times from a timetable

Activity 13.3 (first section)

T: Using the information in the timetable, how many trains go from
Birmingham New Street to Derby on a weekday?(22 trains)

(The shortest journey time is 38 minutes)

T: Let's look at the times of trains from Water Orton to Burton-on-
Trent. (There are only 4 trains on this route)

etc.

Finally, completing a table by
converting 12- and 24-hour clock
times, perhaps with no further
discussion. Task appears on OHP.

T points to P to answer, with an
explanation. T agrees, praises and
writes on OS (Ps in Ex.Bs) or
waits for correction.

Individual work, monitored,
helped if necessary.

Verbal checking, discussion.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Whole class activity.

Task appears on OHP.

The first two answers are
calculated mentally (the second
one by a slower Ps). The third
questions is explained as shown
in PB 13.2, p 28/9, Method A and
Method B.

Whole class activity.

T puts Activity 13.3 on OHP and
each P is given a copy. Firstly,
discussion as to why only 22
trains have to be considered.
Then T allocates trains to Ps to
calculate journey times.

After one minute, T asks for
results, one after the other; agrees
or suggests correction. Praising.
All agree on the shortest time and
then revise the completion of
tables like the one shown on the
sheet.

Then repeating the process with
another journey, e.g. Water Orton
to Burton-on-Trent (several Ps
will have to 'share' each train).
Agreement. Praising.

(continued)
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Money and
TimeUNIT 13 Lesson Plan 2

5 Further practice with journey times

PB 13.2, Q4                   ( 2 h 47 min )

35 mins

6 Question in context

T: Our Hungarian friends visited us last week.

Their plane left Hungary at nine o'clock on Monday morning
and arrived in the UK at 10:15 a.m. On Friday they returned
to their own country, leaving at 12:35 and landing at ten to
four in the afternoon.

Which journey took the longer time, Budapest to London or
London to Budapest?

Budapest to London:

Departure time: nine o'clock → 0900

Arrival time: 10:15 a.m. → 1015

London to Budapest:

Departure time: 1235 → 1235

Arrival time: ten to four → 1550

Journey times

Budapest to London 1 hour 15 minutes

London to Budapest 3 hours 15 minutes

P
1
: Since the time in Hungary is one hour ahead of the time in the UK,

the plane to London took off at 0800, UK time, so its actual
journey time was 2 hours 15 minutes.

P
2
: On the return journey, the plane landed in Budapest at 1450, UK

time, so the actual journey time was also 2 hours 15 minutes. So
both journeys took the same time.

41 mins

7 Individual work

PB 13.2, Q7  (a)  11:00 a.m.    (b)  6:30 p.m.    (c)  3:15 a.m.

45 mins

Set homework

(1) Completing Activity 13.3

(2) PB 13.2, Q8

Quick individual work.
Verbal checking with
explanations. If there are many
incorrect answer, T can draw a
time-line on BB.
Self-correction. Praising.

Whole class activity.
Task appears on OHP.
One of Ps reads out the text.

Then data collection: T asks, Ps
dictate, T agrees and writes data
on BB, Ps in Ex.Bs.
After this, T asks Ps to give all
the data in the same form,
suggesting that 24-hour clock
times will be suitable. Ps give
times (slower Ps may need help);
T agrees, writes on BB.

Finally calculating the journey
times.
Discussion as to why there is
apparently such a difference in
the journey times → time zones.
(Mentioning CET, 'Central
'European Time' when discussing
time zones.)
Praising.

Time

Individual work, monitored,
helped.
Checking at BB, drawing time-
line to show solution for slower
Ps.
Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.
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Time and Money
Money and
TimeUNIT 13 Lesson Plan 3

1 Checking homework

(1) Activity 13.3

(2) PB 13.2, Q8 (a)  2:45 p.m.

(b) 11:52 a.m.

6 mins

2A Mental work

T: People are often paid according to the number of hours they work
per day/week/month.

Damien is paid (writes on BB):

£4.20 per hour

How much does he earn for working:

T: 2 hours Ps: £8.40

3 hours £12.60

10 hours £42.00

20 hours £84.00

30 minutes £2.10

1.5 hours £6.30

15 minutes £1.05

10 minutes 70p

2B Calculating hours worked and money earned

OS 13.5

P
1
: The time worked is 9 hours.

395

× 9

3555

So 3 95 9 35 55. .× = .  Alex earns £35.55.

P
2
: 3 95 9 4 0 05 9 36 0 45 35 55. . . .× = −( ) × = − =

P
3
: The time worked is

15 mins +  8 hours +  15 mins, that is

8 hours 30 mins =  8.5 hours

420

× 85

2100

33600

35700

So 4 20 8 5 35 7. . .× = . Guy earns £35.70.

P
4
: 4 8 0 2 8× + × +. half of 4.2

= + + =32 1 6 2 1 35 7. . .(continued)

3838
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3137 21 17 6

2329 15 11

1017 4

816

8

T puts the table (from Notes for
Solutions, Activity 13.1-13.3) on
OHP.
Ps check and correct their work.
Feedback. Praising.
Then verbal checking of other
homework.
Discussion, self-correction.
Praising.

Mental work for warming-up and
to introduce the concept of
hourly rates of pay.

Discussion includes:

30 0 5minutes half an hour =  h= .

15minutes quarter of an hour=
                  = 0 25. h

10 minutes onesixth of an hour=
etc.
T asks, Ps answer, question by
question.
Praising.

Whole class activity.
T encourages slower Ps to come
and show solution at BB. (T may
help them.)

T also asks for alternative
(clever) methods of calculating
wherever possible (T may help
to find these methods).
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Time and Money
Money and
TimeUNIT 13 Lesson Plan 3

2B P
5
: The time worked is 8 hours 15 minutes which is 15 mins less than

the time Guy worked.

Since their hourly rates are the same and one quarter of £4.20 is
£1.05, Sarah earns

£ . £ . £ .35 7 1 05 34 65− =

P
6
: 30 mins +  5 hours +  15 mins =  5

3

4
 hours = 5 75.  hours

640

× 575

3200

44800

320000

368000

So 6 40 5 75 36 8000. . .× = .  Grace earns £36.80.

P
7
: 6 5 0 40 5 6 40 4 3× + × + ÷( ) ×. .

= + + =30 2 4 80 36 80. .
17 mins

3 Individual practice

PB 13.3, Q1 ( Janice  £26.60;   Martin  £32.50;   Gail  £31.50 )

22 mins

4A Practice with fractions, decimals and percentages

T: Can you remember the connections between fractions, decimals
and percentages?  We'll look at some of these now.

T: 33% Ps:
33

100
Ps: 0.33

81%
81

100
0.81

25% 0.25
25

100

1

4
=

3

4

75

100
75= % 0.75

0.23
23

100
23%

0.6
6

10

3

5
= 60%

141% 1
41

100
1.41

(continued)

(continued)

Agreement. Praising. Ps write in
Ex.Bs.

Individual work, monitored,
helped. Verbal checking of the
time worked and the money
earned by each person.
Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Whole class activity.

Firstly a short revision of
percentages - mental work. ...
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Money and
TimeUNIT 13 Lesson Plan 3 Time and Money

4A T: How do we calculate 3% of £40 ?

(
3

100
40 0 40 3 1 20× = ×( ) =£ £ . £ .

or  0 03 40 1 20. £ £ .× = )

T: A salary of £52 per day is increased by 10% How do we calculate
the new salary? ( 0 1 52 5 20. £ £ .× = and

£ £ . £ .52 5 20 57 20+ = )

T: Is there another method?
(100 10 110% % %+ = , that is equivalent to multiplying by 1.1)

4B Individual practice

PB 13.3, Q4 (a) £ £5 12 60× = hours

(b) 6
6

100
60 6 0 60% £ £ . of £60 = × = ×( )

               = £ .3 60

 Briony now earns £63.60 each week.

33 mins

5 Revision of Time and Money

T: Let's test your basic knowledge of Time and Money.

M 13.2
   + PB 13.3, Q7  for stronger/faster Ps

( (a)  920 hrs    (b)  £6.00    (c)  £5630.40 )

45 mins

Set homework

PB 13.3, Q5

PB 13.3, Q6

... then T reminds Ps (writing
these examples on BB when Ps
give solutions) how to increase
(decrease) quantities by
percentages (Y8, Unit 9).

(continued)

Praising.

Individual work, monitored,
helped, with checking of part (b)
in detail at BB.

Agreement, feedback, self-
correction. Praising.

Individual work, monitored,
helped.
M 13.2 appears on OHP or each
P is given a copy.
T gives Ps 10 minutes to work,
then checking begins. Solutions
are put on OHP (self-correction)
and T asks a stronger/faster P to
explain Q7 and give its solution.
Feedback.  Praising.


